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Roman and Maria Petchenko

Founders of the company

ABOUT COMPANY
Peroni is a Russian company created by Maria and Roman Petchenko. Our mission is that 

Russia in the world community is associated not only with nesting dolls and boots, but also 

with natural high-quality tasty products, and what can be more natural and tasty 

than honey!

For 5 years of work we managed to change people’s idea of honey. We created a new niche - 

honey-souffle (cream-honey) with additives. Honey became a delicacy. It was 
trusted on supermarket shelves, and the need is growing every year. We have shown that 
Russian products can be not only of high quality, but also refined, satisfying the needs
of both Russian and international market. And this is only the beginning. We consider 

that such a useful and tasty product should become an integral part of 

consumption in every family!

O U R  M I SS I O N

COM PA N Y  I N  F I G U R E S

output employees own
+ ТС

SUPPLY PRODUCTION STOCK TEAM LOGISTICS

>5
TONS

>40  
PEOPLE

5
CARS

in Moscow

>600
SQ. M.

Modern production, 

unique production 

technology,

certified by European 
technologists.

produced
in Russia

98%
RAW MATERIALS

In the production of our 
products we use honey, 

berries, fruits and nuts 

collected in Russia and 

only exotic fruits we 

purchase from the best 

European 
manufacturers

HISTORY

Company's
foundation

2013
YEAR

Peroni company 

exists in the market 

for 5 years and 

during this time 

created a new 

direction in the 

segment of useful 

sweets

Large warehouse 

space in Moscow 

and in the Moscow 

region with the 

ability to scale to 

any volume

Further training for all 

employees through 

training programs and 

forums.

Own cars and reliable 

transport companies - 

uninterrupted logistics 

for Russia and the 

world

jars
for 2017

SALES

700
THOUSAND 

Production and sales 

grows and develops 
every year



I N G R E D I E N TS P R O C E S S
100% NATURALLY

22
TASTES

6
TYPES OF 

PACKAGING
>100

    SKU 

+ > =
 38
 max

HONEY-SOUFFLE
Honey-souffle Peroni Honey is not just honey, it's an 
unusual honey treat. Delicate taste, unique 

consistency and appearance amaze and surprise from 

the first spoon and to the last drop. A full range of 
products is attached to this presentation.

T E C H N O LO G Y
Technology for obtaining honey-souffle was invented in 1928 in Canada by professor of 
beekeeping J.J. Dyson. Honey is mixed for a long time in a certain mode, aster which it is kept 
at low temperatures, thereby forming and fixing its delicate consistency. All useful properties
of honey are preserved, as the temperature regime is strictly controlled.

I N  ASS O R T M E N T:

SUGAR
GMO, GLUTEN
PRESERVATIVES
ARTIFICIAL
FLAVORS
COLORANT



Article: 203
Region: Central Russia
Glass jar with clips 250 g. Jars in package: 8 
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Mojito with melissa

Honey cocktails are the most 

vibrant varieties both in terms of 

their colour and taste. Explosive 

cranberry, unexpected apricot, 

delicate strawberry and refreshing 

melissa create taste sensations 

together with honey, berries and 

fruit. They are so delicious that you 

really cannot put them down.

 What’s more, they make wonderful 

gists for friends and family.

Cocktails

Honey in a subtle shade of lime and avocado 
with the delicate aroma of a herbal garden 
in full bloom. This product brings together a creamy 
sweetness, refreshing lemon tones and the sensual 
aroma of melissa.
Silver medal product of the year Prodexpo 2015.

Paradise with apricot
You cannot fail to fall in love with the refined taste
 of honey together with tender apricot pulp. This delicate 
honey cocktail with apricot melts in your mouth with 
an astertaste which brings back the sweetest 
childhood memories.
Silver medal product of the year Worldfood 2014. 
Article: 201
Region: Central Russia
Glass jar with clips 250 g. Jars in package: 8
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10
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Article: 204
Region: Central Russia
Glass jar with clips 250 g. Jars in package: 8
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Сosmopolitan with cranberry
Honey with a subtle pink hue of cranberry – with red sparks 
and the scent of rose, a blossoming spring garden, a fruit 
sorbet. The texture resembles a sost creamy dessert with 
pieces of candied berries.
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Артикул: 207
Region: Central Russia
Glass jar with clips 250 g. Jars in package: 8
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Raspberry
The combination of bright juicy raspberry and delicate honey 
soufflé results in an incredible firework of flavours. 
Be immersed in the atmosphere of a warm summer garden, 
filled with sunshine and laughter. Ideal for adding a touch of 
sophistication to your breakfast, pastries or drinks. 
Silver medal product of the year Prodexpo 2015.
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Article: 83
Region: Central Russia
Glass jar with clips 220 g. Jars in package: 8
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Amaretto coconut
The delicate taste of almond cream combined with 
coconut creates an exquisitely creamy cocktail 
of flavours. Just as with Amaretto, the almond 
bitterness gives a piquancy to the taste 
and the coconut aroma evokes memories 
of romantic travels and paradisal pleasures.

83  



Article: 205
Region: Central Russia
Glass jar with clips 250 g. Jars in package: 8
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

WalnutThe Energy series focuses 

on the natural healing 

power of honey and its 

ability to reenergise and 

improve general well-being 

and immunity. These 

products have been 

designed to boost both 

the body and mind.

Energy
series

This honey soufflé with walnuts is a true taste sensation. 
This product merges the delicate sweetness and aroma of 
buckwheat honey with the bitterness of the walnuts and 
caramel note of the soufflé.

Article: 202
Region: Central Russia
Glass jar with clips 220 g. Jars in package: 8
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Pine nut
Honey with pine nuts is a great-tasting, wholesome and 
nutritious complex. The delicate, spicy flavour of the pine 
nuts is brought out by the wonderful honey aroma. 
Silver medal product of the year Prodexpo 2015.
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Article: 209
Region: Central Russia
Glass jar with clips 250 g. Jars in package: 8
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Ginger with lemon
The delicate taste of honey sostens the zest 
of the ginger to give a spicy kick and warm 
you when the weather turns cooler. The ginger 
root has been known for its healing properties 
since ancient times.
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Article: 210
Region: Central Russia
Glass jar with clips 250 g. Jars in package: 8
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Black currant
The tart taste of black currant produces a feeling 
of vivacity and joy. In terms of vitamins, minerals 
and other nutrients, black currants leaves all other 
berries behind. This makes them ideal for keeping 
the body energised all year round.
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Артикул: 211
Region: Central Russia
Glass jar with clips 250 g. Jars in package: 8
Glass jar 30 g. Jars in package: 10

Orange
Orange – juicy, warmed by the southern sun,
filled with passion and vitamins – a real firework of sensations.

211



Pistachio
Pistachio honey soufflé resembles the delicate praline creams 

so popular in Italy and France. Pistachios are also known 

as "nuts of harmony" as they are high in fibre and contain 

far fewer calories than other nuts.

Item number:701 Glass jar 250 ml, Units in a box: 8

Strawberry – wild strawberry
Savour a spoonful of this stunning dessert and be whisked off 

to sunny strawberry field. Enjoy the creamy honey combined 

with tart strawberries and wild strawberry seeds with 

a creamy aroma.

Item number:703 Glass jar 250 ml, Units in a box: 8

Peanuts with salted caramel
An unusual combination of tastes of peanuts, honey, and salted 

caramel will not leave indifferent the most sophisticated gourmet.

It resembles a creamy-nut butter with a light salty astertaste that 

accentuates the honey-nut sweetness. Appetizing peanut butter with 

good health benefits – what else can you dream about?
Item number: 704 Glass jar 250 ml, Units in a box: 8

Mango and passion fruit
Melting honey soufflé with the consistency of fruit sherbet. A rich 

and bold fragrance, mango slices and a long-lasting passion fruit 

astertaste – it’s time you experienced this incredible cocktail of 

tropical fruits with honey.

Item number: 702 Glass jar 250 ml, Units in a box: 8

A new range with even more exquisite flavours!
Ideal as an extra little gist or as a sweet treat 
for the ladies, whatever the occasion 
they are guaranteed to be a hit!

Compliment

New! 

Series



A series of pure Honey Honey old  is a luxurious gist for any gender and status. it liquid Pure honey 
of rare varieties, as well as honey with honeycombs. Chestnut, mountain linden, buckwheat
honey is all that lovers of real honey love and value so much.

Pure honey and honeycombs

pine cone with honey

Pure honey
set

In assortment.
Glass can of 250 ml.

ChestnutAmur linden

Mountain linden with honeycombs Buckwheat with honeycombs

Pine cone
with honey



Blue Dream 
то настоя ее те ествие  в с а о н  мир ре  и во ебства. 
н необ а но о о бо о вета, отор  а т та с ие вет
н ан и нежно о мо о но- о осово о в са с оттен ом ме а и ветов. 
н ре расно о о ет я оис а в охновения, со ания 

романти ес о о настроения и армонии в бое время с то .

This is a real journey into the fabulous world of dreams and magic.

It is of extraordinary blue color that Thai owers give.
Anchan and a gentle milky coconut taste with a touch of honey and owers.
It is perfect for finding inspiration, creating
romantic mood and harmony at any time of the day.

HONEY TEA
Peroni honey tea is a novelty of the  season. We created incredible bouquets of herbs, tea, berries, fruits 
and flowers, adding dried freeze-dried  honey there, getting wonderful compositions that combined the taste, 
beauty of the infusion and the tea itself and, of course, beneficial properties of the plants that make up the 
composition.

Spiced Mulled Wine

Honey coniferous orange tea

Peroni Honey Spice Mulled Wine Warm You p
at any time of the year, its aroma and taste reminds everyone of 
their favorite mulled wine - spicy, enveloping with the sourness of 
orange and subtle notes of currant. Ideal for a winter tea party, a 
romantic date, or dinner with friends.

This tea contains whole cloves, ginger, Assam black tea,
Cinnamon, Granulated Honey, Allspice and Black
peas, Puer black, Hibiscus, Dried orange,
Freeze dried currants.

Tea with the scent of coniferous morning and notes of invigorating
oranges will create a unique atmosphere of a winter fairy tale.
Pine cones are a true elixir of health and youth, and calendula and 
rosemary have always been considered a beneficial tool for raising 
immunity and body tone!

The composition of this tea is dried orange,
Indian tea Assam, marigold owers, granulated honey,
Dried cones, rosemary, orange essential oil.
Cardboard packaging, 45 g.
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We have updated the line PeroniBeauty and now 

our favorite honey soap is in a new convenient 

package - a tin can which can be easily taken with 

you, and it also can serve as a soapbox.

Along with our soap a collection of eco-candles was 

made. The peculiarity of Peroni eco-candles is that 

they are totally made from eco-friendly soybean 

wax, without the use of paraffin and other refined 
products.

Honey soap 

          eco-candles

&

peroni beauty PB1

Honey soap «Vanilla Sky»

Eco-candle «Vanilla Sky» Eco-candle «Strawberry mousse»

Honey soap «Strawberry mousse»

Eco-candle «Provence»

Honey soap «Provence» Honey soap «Mint Morning»

Eco-candle «Mint Morning»

Eco-candle «Coffee with cinnamon»

Honey soap «Coffee with cinnamon»

Vanilla Sky PB2 Strawberry mousse

PB3 Provence

PB5 Coffee with cinnamon

PB4 Mint Morning



Sets
and collections
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Assorted sets of small jars with 

honey soufflé make an exquisite 
gist for any occasion.
The cardboard box is made with 

the texture of linen and wood and 

the precious jars are placed in the 

golden trays just like royal 

jewellery. Indeed, it is said that 

honey is Russia’s liquid gold.

Gift 
      sets

Compliments323
Strawberry-Strawberry. Pistachio. Mango-Passion Fruit. 
Peanuts with salted caramel.*

Article: 305
Cardboard box (4х30 g). Boxes in pack: 9

Taste collection320

Paradise with apricot, Cosmopolitan with cranberries, 
Mojito with melissa, Raspberry sorbet, Ginger and lemon, 
Sicilian Orange, Pistachio, Mango & Passion fruit, 
Strawberry & Wild strawberry, Amaretto with coconut, 
Black Currant, Walnut

Article: 320
Glass jar 12х30 g. Boxes in pack: 3
Cardboard box with plastic window.

Cocktails304
Paradise with apricot. Cosmopolitan with cranberry. 
Mojito with melissa. Amaretto with coconut *

Article: 304
Cardboard box (4х30 g). Boxes in pack: 9

Set Taste of Russia304
Pine nuts. Cosmopolitan with cranberries.
Black Currant. Raspberry sorbet.

Article: 304
Cardboard box (4х30 g). Boxes in pack: 9

Energy305
Orange, Walnut, Ginger with lemon, Black currant *

Article: 305
Cardboard box (4х30 g). Boxes in pack: 9

Cocktails
Paradise with apricot. Mojito with melissa. 
Cosmopolitan with cranberry*

Article: 310
Plastic box (3х30 g). Boxes in pack: 32

310 Compliments
Strawberry-Strawberry. Pistachio. 
Mango-Passion Fruit.

Article: 314
Plastic box (3х30 g). Boxes in pack: 32

314



GIFT SETS «trio»

Compliment Set
The most delicate tastes collected in a mini-set. 
Composition  Pistachio, Mango-passion fruit, Strawberry-strawberry
Glass jar 3x30ml. Cardboard box

Berry Boom Set
Bright juicy berries, sun, energy, vitamins in every spoon!
Composition  Raspberry sorbet, Cherry with almonds, 
Cosmopolitan with cranberrie
Glass jar 3x30ml. Cardboard box

Honey Nut Set
The most tender uts with honey - no one will remain indifferent! Composition  
Honey soufflé Walnuts nut, Cedar nut, Amaretto with almonds.
Glass jar 3x30ml. Cardboard box

An exquisite compliment in a cardboard box is a great inexpensive gist or 
addition to a great gist or basket. Bright colored case with embossing, waste 
varnish, in which three jars of different tastes lie on a gold cardboard 
lodgement. An exquisite compliment for any occasion.



ROse Collection

Аромат

Set "Romantic Duet"
Spiced Mulled Wine Honey Tea,  g
Souffle honey Strawberry-strawberry   g

ist wrap.

Romantic Trio Set
Spiced Mulled Wine Honey Tea,  g
Souffle honey Strawberry-strawberry   g
Thermomug  ml

ist wrap.

Set "Romantic collection”
Stuffed strawberry honey soufflé, ml
Souffle honey Cosmopolitan with cranberries , ml
Honey soap Strawberry souffle  
Honey tea Spicy mulled wine, g
Cardboard package with tape, x

Set grand "Romantic collection”
Souffle honey Cherry with almonds , ml
Souffle honey Cosmopolitan with cranberries , ml
Stuffed strawberry honey soufflé, ml
Eco-candle Strawberry souffle
Strawberry Souffle Honey Soap
Cardboard package with tape, x

Tenderness, femininity, romantic mood - all that fill these sets for the most sophisticated 
persons. Perfectly as a gist for the spring holidays to a beautiful lady, friends, colleagues or 
partners.

Tenderness                with taste!

* Composition of all sets may vary



* Composition of all sets may vary

Collection "Provence"

Аромат

Provence Set
avender honey souffle with blueberries  g.

Eco-candle Provence
ist wrap.

Grand Provence Set
Honey Souffle Blueberry Punch   g
Souffle honey Cherry with almonds   g
Eco-candle "Provence", Eco-soap "Provence",

ist wrap.

Set Provence
Honey Souffle Blueberry Punch, ml
Souffle honey Currant, ml

avender honey souffle with blueberries, ml
Eco-candle "Provence"
Provence honey soap
Cardboard package with tape, x

Set Grand Provence
Honey Souffle Blueberry Punch, ml

avender honey souffle with blueberries, ml
Chocobole avender with almonds, g
Eco-candle "Provence"
Provence honey soap
Cardboard package with tape, x

avender fields, the smell of fresh bread, cozy terraces bathed in the evening sun .. All this seems to us when 
we hear Provence . In our collection you will find a piece of this atmosphere - honey soufflé with lavender 
and blueberries, an eco-candle and soap with lavender, and even chocolate with lavender and dried honey. 
This collection is for true gourmets, lovers of unusual tastes and sensations.

Lavender Scent

       and the taste of France



«Vanilla Sky» Collection

Аромат

Blue Lagoon Set
Blue ream Honey Tea,  g.
Honey-soufflé Blue agoon   g

ist wrap.

Heavenly Trio Set
Blue ream Honey Tea,  g.
Honey-soufflé Blue agoon   g
Thermomug  ml

ist wrap.

"Vanilla Sky" set
Blue agoon Honey Souffle,  ml
Souffle honey Milk flower , ml
Souffle honey Mojito with lemon balm , ml
Eco-friendly candle Vanilla Sky  
Cardboard package with ribbon, x

Honey-Vanilla Sky
Blue agoon Honey Souffle,  ml
Souffle honey Milk flower , ml
Souffle honey Mojito with lemon balm , ml
Honey soap "Vanilla sky" Eco-candle "Vanilla sky"
Cardboard package with tape, x

A breath of fresh air filled with the aroma of tropical countries - this is what the Vanilla Sky 
collection is. Blue tea with Thai flowers, forget-me-not, lavender and milk oolong, blue 
honey souffle with anance and coconut - all the most unusual is here!

Taste of the sky
                   and tenderness

* Composition of all sets may vary



Collection «ENERGY» 

Аромат

Green duet set
Honey coniferous orange tea,  g.
Souffle honey Pistachio   g.

ist wrap.

Green Trio Set
Honey coniferous orange tea,  g.
Souffle honey Pistachio   g.
Thermomug  ml

ist wrap.

"Energy of the morning"
Pistachio honey soufflé, ml
Souffle honey Mojito with lemon balm , ml
Souffle honey inger with lemon , ml
Honey Tea "Coniferous range", g
Eco-candle Mint morning
Cardboard package with tape, x

"Double Energy of the Morning"
Souffle honey Pistachio , ml
Souffle honey Mojito with lemon balm , ml
Souffle honey inger with lemon , ml
Honey Tea "Coniferous range", g
Eco-candle Mint morning
Mint Morning Honey Soap
Cardboard package with tape, x

Energy is always necessary for everyone! This is the basis of life! We have collected for you 
sets that will charge with vivacity, energy, dream and joy. Honey tea Coniferous orange is a 
real elixir of youth and vigor! Aster all, it consists of pine cones, sagan daila, juniper and 
orange!

The energy of life!

* Composition of all sets may vary



Collection «DARK GOLD»

Honey Gold Set
Pure Honey Amur linden  g.

riental ight Honey Tea
ist wrap.

offee or two set
Pure Honey Amur linden  g.
Spice for coffee
Freshly roasted coffee beans Irish cream

ist wrap.

Hatbox Set «Dark gold»
Honey Souffle Blueberry Punch, ml
Souffle honey Currant, ml

avender honey souffle with blueberries, ml
Eco-candle "Provence", Honey soap "Provence"
Cardboard package with tape, x

Phobox Set
«Dark Gold grand»
Honey Souffle Blueberry Punch, ml

avender honey souffle with blueberries, ml
Chocobole avender with almonds, g
Eco-candle "Provence"
Provence honey soap
Cardboard package with tape, x

Chocolate, coffee with cinnamon, the enveloping aroma of freshly ground beans and tea with oriental spices - 
all this you will find in the collection of dark gold . It is suitable for men and women, for lovers of exquisite 
combinations, timeless classics.

Go to the
         dark side

* Composition of all sets may vary
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100% 

Quality

AWA R D S  A N D  C E R T I F I CAT E S

CONFIRMED
QUALITY

     O U R  P R O D U C T S  A R E  M A R K E D  W I T H :

11
awards

2
the Grand 

Prix

20
diplomas



GEOGRAPHY 
OF SALES

I N  R U SS I A
At the moment, we deliver to all major regions 
of Russia, covering more than 120 cities from 
Kaliningrad to the Far East. Our products can be 
found in small boutiques, tea shops, as well as 

well-known chains and grocery stores.

A R O U N D  T H E  WO R L D
Our presence in the world is expanding every 
year. At the moment it is: Poland, Switzerland, 

Germany, France, China, Korea, UAE, Australia, 
Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kazakhstan and the list is 
constantly growing!



logistic information

PURE HONEY 250 ML "GOLD COLLECTION"

SET 4Х30 ML CARDBOARD PKG

SET TEA AND HONEY 8X30

SET 12Х30 ML CARDBOARD PKG

SET 3Х30 ML PLASTIC PKG

SET DIAMOND COLLECTION

TEA CARDBOARD PKG

TEA DIAMOND TIN CAN

TEA "TEAFUNNY" CARDBOARD PKG

TEA "TEAFUNNY" TIN CAN

COFFEE

SUGAR

SUGAR MINI

SPICES

CHOCOBALLS

HONEY SOAP

ECO CANDLES

HONEY-SOUFFLE OM-NOM 125 G WITH TOY

BRANDED FABRIC PACKAGES 

SET OF SPICES FOR COFFEE AND TEA 3Х50 G
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1144

1573
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1716
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10296

13728

10296

13728

79200

97680

13728
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39424
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24024

12584

9152

12584

10296

15400

15444

15444

10296

51480

51480

123552

8841

10849

8154

10162

9448

10847

10581

5065

4924

13038

6632

4036

4522

3349
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4550

11175
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3000

3900

1600

1600

2800

2800

3900

3575

2600

3575

3900

8750

3900

3900

3900

3900

3900

23400

31200

23400

31200

180000

222000

31200

14400

4800

89600

16800

54600

28600

20800

28600

23400

35000

35100

35100

23400

117000

117000

19830

24393

18270

22833

21210

24390

23784

11250

10930

29370

14810

8910

10015

7350

11087

10080

25135

13980

12810

9300

19440

19440

27 x 25 x 10
40 x 20 x 10

27 x 25 x 10

40 x 20 x 10

27 x 25 x 10

40 x 20 x 10

40 x 20 x 10

27,5 x 27,5 x 17

27,5 x 27,5 x 17

27,5 x 27,5 x 17

28,5 x 19,5 x 18,5

28,5 x 19,5 x 18,5

27 x 25 x 10

38,5 x 21 x 11

34,5 x 18 x 10,5

38,5 x 21 x 11

27 x 25 x 10

15 x 16 x 14

27 x 25 x 10

27 x 25 x 10

27 x 25 x 10

27 x 25 x 10

27 x 25 x 10

27 x 25 x 10

40 x 20 x 10

27 x 25 x 10

38 x 31 x 28,5

 х  х 

 х  х 

 х  х 

 х  х 

 х   

 х   

 х  х 

26 x 9 x 5

26 x 25 x 5

26 x 25 x 5

13,5 x 4,5 x 4,5

9,5 x 9,5 x 17

10,5 x 10,5 x 4

8,5 x 8,5 x 10,5

8,5 x 8 x 9

9,5 x 9,5 x 10

14 x 6 x 24

6,5 x 6,5 x 12

5,5 x 5,5 x 8

5,5 x 5,5 x 8

10 x 10 x 8,5

8,5 x 8,5 x 2,5

8,5 x 8,5 x 2,5

1,1 x 8 x 9

-

1,1 x 8 x 9

HONEY-SOUFFLE 250 ML
WITH LOCKING LEAD

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTIC 

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTIC 

PACKAGE CHARACTERISTIC PALLET CHARACTERISTIC 20FT CONTAINER CHARACTERISTIC 40FT CONTAINER CHARACTERISTIC 

GROSS

WEIGHT,G SIZE, SM SIZE, SM
QTY

OF PCS
IN 1 PKG

GROSS

WEIGHT,
KG

MAX

QTY OF 

LAYERS

QTY OF

PKGS IN 1 
LAYER

OVERALL
QTY

OF PKG

OVERALL
QTY

OF PCS

GROSS

WEIGHT
KG

MAX

QTY OF 

PALLETS

OVERALL
QTY

OF PKG

OVERALL
QTY

OF PCS

GROSS

WEIGHT,
KG

MAX

QTY OF 

PALLETS

OVERALL
QTY

OF PKG

OVERALL
QTY

OF PCS

GROSS

WEIGHT, 
KG

HONEY-SOUFFLE 250 ML
SET "COMPLIMENT"

HONEY-SOUFFLE 30 ML
SMALL

HONEY-SOUFFLE 25 G
BLISTER



From Russia

with love!

+ 7(495) 133- 87-03

export@peronihoney.ru

www.peronihoney.com


